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Abstract-Cellular population growth models involving time lags, coupled equations, nonlinear terms, 
and stochastic parameters as well as random, nonlinear, coupled or integral boundary conditions become 
tractable with generic methods of the author. This paper discusses several examples. 
INTRODUCTION 
Mathematical modeling of cellular population growth has been highly simplified as Witten has 
pointed out[ 13. An analytic solution of a model which deviates ignificantly from the actual 
physical problem being modeled can convey a false sense of understanding unjustified by 
experimental or actual results. These simplifications, made of course for tractability of equations 
and the use of well understood mathematical methods, neglect quite seriously the essentially 
nonlinear and stochastic nature of physical and biological phenomena. Linearity is a very special 
case only and linearization of nonlinear phenomena changes the problem to a different problem. 
It may be adequate if the nonlinearity is “weak” so perturbative methods become adequate. 
If we can deal with “strong” nonlinearities- as we can-then the “weakly nonlinear” or the 
“linear” cases derive from the same theory as well. Random fluctuations are always present 
in real phenomena nd perturbative or hierarchy methods and their various adaptations will be 
adequate only when randomness i relatively insignificant. We wish, therefore, to deal with 
“strongly” stochastic ases and derive the special cases as well without the averaging proce- 
dures, closure approximations and truncations, or assumptions of special nature for the processes 
such as Markov or Gaussian white noise, etc. In some problems exact linearization is possible 
by clever transformations of variables. It is, however, only rarely possible and not a method 
for general use. These problems have been discussed in many mathematical papers and par- 
ticularly in a recent book which deals with the author’s method-the decomposition method[2] 
for solving such problems. 
It is an “approximation” method. It is not to be viewed as less accurate than a so-called 
“exact” method. All modeling is an approximation and if we change a nonlinear stochastic 
problem by linearizing it, or assuming &correlated or small magnitude fluctuations or by making 
closure approximations, then an “exact” solution of this grossly simplified and different model 
may be, and generally is, very much less accurate than an “approximate” solution of the real 
problem if it can be done. It is to be noted too that once we realize we are less limited by the 
mathematics, we can develop more realistic and sophisticated models since modeling physical 
phenomena involves retention of essential features while striving for simplicity so resulting 
equations can be solved. Modeling is always a compromise between realistic representation 
and mathematical tractability. With fewer limitations imposed to achieve tractability, we can 
make models more realistic. We are now able to include delayed effects[3, 41 rather than 
assuming changes take place instantaneously and can make these delays constant, time- 
dependent, or random. We can deal with coupled nonlinear equations151, random initial or boun- 
dary conditions, and systems of nonlinear differential equations[6-71. The results are easily 
obtained and accurate. Let’s look at a few problems: 
( 1) Pearl-Verhulst Equation[ I]: Consider 
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where N(t) 1s the number of cells at time t given mitral condltlons that at to, we had N, cells, 
k = A - p IS the net rate of mcrease or decrease of population (E. IS birth rate. ,u IS death 
rate), and N, IS the largest population that the environment can support Let’s wnte this as 
Wr) - - kN(t) + gN*(r) = 0 
dt 
and define the operator L = dldt Equations m this general form have been solved by Ado- 
mlan[2] even if k and g are stochastic processes, d L mvolves higher denvatlves, and for large 
classes of nonlmeantles more difficult than the quadratic nonlmeanty here Here, we take k 
and g as constants and write 
LN(r) = /d(r) - sly*(r) 
L-‘LN(r) = NW - NO) 
= L-‘kN(r) - L-‘gN*(r) 
Consequently, 
N(r) = N(0) + kL-'N(r) - gL-‘N*(r) (3) 
Wntmg p(r) = lZY=,,A, where the A, are a special class of polynomials discussed by Adonuan[2] 
then 
N(r) = N(0) + kL-‘N(r) - gL-’ 2 A, 
II=0 
(4) 
Let N(r) be decomposed into components X;TSO N,(r) which are to be determmed takmg N,, as 
N(0) m this case If an mhomogeneous term existed here, it would be included m N,, We can 
now Identify 
N, = kL-‘N,, - gL-‘A, 
N, = kL-‘N, - gL-‘A, (5) 
N, = k.L-IN,_, - gL-‘A,_, 
Thus, when the A,, are evaluated, all the N, are completely determinable m terms of preceding 
components o we can wnte N(r) = N,, + ZZ=, N, Calculation of the A, has been discussed 
elsewhere[2] We list here for this particular nonlmeanty N’(r) 
A0 = N; 
A, = WON, 
A2 = N: + 2N$lN2 
A3 = 2(N,Nz + Nfl3) 
Thus, 
N, = kL-‘No - gL-‘N; 
Nz = kL-‘N, - 2gL-IN&‘, 
NT = kL-‘N? - gL-‘[Ni’ + 2N&,] 
(6) 
(7) 
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Consequently, smce No = N(O) 
N, = kL.- ‘N(0) - gN(0)2t 
N, = W.-‘[ti-‘N(0) - gN(0)2t] - 2&‘N&L-‘N(0) - gN(O)‘t] 
k2N(0)t’ kgN(0)2t2 2kgN(0)2t2 =-- 
2 2 - 2 
= ; [k2N(0) - 2kgN(0)2 + g2N(0)3] 
etc 
Clearly, all terms are easily calculated 
(2) Homogeneous age population model 
m(t) 






which we wnte as 
LW) = WWI 
L-'LN(t) = N(t) - N(0) = L-‘F[N(t)] 
or 
N(t) = N(0) + L-‘l[N(t)] 
= N(0) + L-’ c A, 
and 
N,, = N(0) 
N, = L-IA0 
N2 = L-‘A, 
N, = L-IA,,, 
and the A, can be evaluated from the particular nonlinear function F[N(t)] Stochastic coefficient 
processes are easily dealt wlth[2] 
(3) Growth of a single-specres populatzon wzth tzme-lag Wltten[ l] gives the equation (2) 
dhJ 
- = kN[l 
dt 
- N(t - r)] (9) 
where T 1s delay or lag between a change m environment and correspondmg change m population, 
we wnte immediately 
M(t) = /W(t) - kN(t)N(t - 7) 
or 
WV(t) = I&(t) - kN(t)DNtt) (10) 
where D 1s the delay operator defined by Adomlan and Rach[3-41 Now we obtain 
N(t) = N(0) + L-‘kh’(t) - kL-‘N(r)DN(t) (11) 
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N, = kL-‘No - ti-‘N@No 
= kN(O)t - kN(O)Zt 
N, = U-IN,(t) - kL-‘[N,(t)N,(t - r) + N,(t)N,(t - r,] 
(12) 
again all terms are calculable and N(t) = Z$ N,, 
(4) Von Foerster system In age-dependent populations, we have the von Foerster-McKendnck 
system 
a, $ NG, t) + ~2 -$W, t) = -/4x, t, N)fW(x, t)l 
Nk 0) = d(x) (13) 
N(0, t) = 
I 
= 7(x, t)N(x, t)k 
0 
where a, p are arbitrary constants Let’s take a = j? = 1 for convenience and wnte L, = 
a/ax and L, = alat If we are given specific forms for p and f(N) we multiply them and wnte 
m the form h,(N) + h,(N) + + to the required number We ~111 proceed as If there 1s only 
one such term and then remsert he required number for slmphclty 
L,N + LJ’ = h(N) (14) 
Hence 
L,N = -L,N + h(N) 
L,N = -L,N + h(N) 
L;‘L,N(x, t) = -L;‘L,N + L;‘h(N) 
L;‘L,N(x, t) = -L,-‘L,N + L;‘h(N) 
but 
&-IL,,, = L;‘? 
I x aN(x, t) = - dx = N(x, t) 0 ax 
L;lLfl = L;’ !!!!$&) dt 
I 
’ aN(x, t) 
= - dt = N(x, t) 
0 at 
- N-G 0) 
- NtO, t) 
Now we have 
N(x, t) = N(0, t) - L; ‘LJ’ + L; ‘h(N) 
N(x, t) = N(x, 0) - L;‘L,N + L;‘h(N) 
Adding and dlvldmg by two 
N(x, t) = (1/2)[N(O, t) + N(x, 0)] - (1/2)[L;‘L, + L;‘L,IN 
+ (1/2)[L;’ + L;‘]h(N) (15) 
= (1/2)&x) - (1/2)[L;‘L, + L;‘L,]N + (1/2)[L;’ + L;‘]h(N) 
p - (l/2) 
I 
Ax, t)N(x, t) d-x (16) 
0 
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Note that the N(0, t) boundary condltlon has been made a part of the decomposltlon Finally, 
we expand h(N) mto CT=,, A, using Adomlan’s polynomials[2] Now let N = xFZO N, and 
Identify N, = 4(x)/2 Then 
N, = -(1/2)[L;‘L, + L;‘LJN, + (l/2)1&’ + ~,-‘I& 
- (l/2) 
I 
= Y(X, t)N, dx 
” 
(17) 
N, = -(1/2)[L;‘L, + L;‘L,]N,_, -I- (l/2&-’ + L;‘lA,_, 
- (l/2) 
I 
= W, r)N,- I dx 
0 
and we have the complete solution To be exphclt and avold mlsunderstandmg for the general 
term N, 
N, = -(1/2)[L;‘L, + L;‘L,]N,_, + (1/2)[L;’ + L;‘][A:-’ + A:-, + ] 
- (l/2) (18) 
where the A!,, AZ, are calculated for the nonlmeantles h, , h2, 
N(x, t) = No + C;=, N, 
which are present and 
Example 
Let &4 = 40, a constant, for x between 0 and a maximum age x,,,, and zero otherwise 
Let ,u(x, t) = po, a constant, and y(x, t) = yo, a constant Let f,(N) = N Now we have 
No = (l/2)@, 
Since the term pf(N) is now Just ,uJJ we have one h(N) term, 1 e p&J 
N, = -(1/2)[L;‘L, + L;‘L,]N, + (1/2)[&’ + &‘lPdvo - (112) 
I 
= Yao do 
0 
or 
N, = -(1/4)[L;‘L, + L;‘L,]&, + (1/4)[&’ + &‘I/&0 - (1/4)$‘oYo 
= (1/4)[L;’ + ~,-‘lpo~o - (1/4b#JoYo 
= (1/4)(x + OPo60 - (1/4MoV& 
Thus, a two term approxlmatlon 1s 
N(x, 0 = (h/2) + (40/4X(x + OPO - Y&J + 
Example 
Two-dlmenslonal partial dlfferentlal equatron Consider the homogeneous partial dlffer- 
ential equation 
(L;, + L,)u = 0 (19) 
where L, = alax and L, = dldy wrth ~(0, y) = -y and u(x, 0) = x Solvmg for L,u and 
L, u separately 
L,u = -L,u 




L;‘L,u = -L;lL,u 
L;‘L,u = -L;‘L,u 
The left side of (1) yields 
L;‘L,u = u - 4I 
where L,,& = 0 This IS easy to see Wnte L;‘L,u as fi au/ax dx = u(x, y) /I, = U(X, 
y) - ~(0, y) = u - 4z The notation means merely that this anses from the L, equation, 4, 
is, of course, a function of y Slmdarly 
L;‘L,u = u - 4, 
where $, = u(x, 0) $X and 4” are “partial homogeneous solutions” This is analogous to the 
one-dimensional solutions (see Adomlan[2]) where we wnte L;‘L,u = I0 au/& dt = u(r) - 
u(O) We have now 
u - & = -L;‘L,,u 
and 
u - 4, = -L;‘L,u 
Adding and chvldrng by two, 
u = (1/2)[4, + &] - (1/2)[LX_‘L, + L,‘L,]u 
Using the decomposmon method (Adomlan[2]), ldentlfy 
Consequently, 
uo = (l/2)14, + 4.4 = (1/2)(x - Y) 
(20) 
(21) 
u = UQ - (1/2)[L;‘L, 
and we obtain Immediately since u = u. + 
u, = - (1/2)[LL’L, 
= -(1/2)[L;‘L, 
+ L;‘L,][u, + u, + ] (22) 
ul + 
+ L;‘L,]uo 
+ 4-'L1(1m(4, + d-0, (23) 
1 e u, 1s calculated m terms of u. Slmllarly r.+ 1s calculated m terms of uI, etc The result 1s 
u = 2 (- 1)“(1/2)“+‘[L;‘L + L;‘L,]“(& + C#I ) ” Y 
n=O 
If we wnte Lu = (L, + L,)u = 0, I e u(x, y) IS the solution of the homogeneous equation 
Lu = 0, we have the pa&al homogeneous solutions 41- and $V satisfying L&, = 0 and 
L,& = 0 and analogously the multldlmenslonal homogeneous solution satlsfymg Lu = 0 
Thus we have calculated the multldlmenslonal homogeneous solution In terms of one- 
dtmenslonal, or, partial homogeneous solutions 
Example 
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Four dtmenstonal hear partial dlferentlal equatton Consider the equation 
(duldx) + (&lay) + (aulaz) + (au/at) = 0 
Assume mitral conditions 
U(0, y, z, t) = 0, = f,(y, 2, t) = --x + y + 2 - t 
u(x, 0, z, t) = 0, = fz(x, I, t) = x + z - t 
4x, y, 0, t) = 0, = f&K, y, t) = x - y - t 
u(x, y, z, 0) = 0, = f&X, y, z) = x - y + z 
(We note ~(0, 0, 0, 0) = 0 ) In our usual notation we wnte 
and 
L, + L, + & + L, = L,,2, 
Lu = 0 




The last term xi,, 0, = 3x - 3y - 32 - 3t and the double summation wlthm the curly 
brackets IS 
(LF’L, + L.;‘L,) + (L;‘L, + LL’L,) + (LC’L, + LY’L,) 
+ (LF’L, + L_‘L,) + (LF’L, + L,_‘L,) + (L;‘L, + L;lL,) 
We seek to fmd our approximate solution 4” 
Cpn = ug + U] + 
as far as we wish to calculate it We have 
+ %-I 
uo = f$ 
m-l 
0, = a (3x - 3y + 32 
3 
= 0 - 
4 
(x -y+z-t) 
UI = -&(x -y + z - t) 
where the double summation m the curly brackets {e} IS easdy evaluated Thus, 
(L;‘L,)(x - y + 2 - t) = L;‘( - 1) = 
I 
X (- 1) dx = 
0 
-X 
(L;‘L,)(x - y + z - t) = (L;‘)( - 1) = 
(27) 
(28) 
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Hence (L;‘L, + L;‘L,)(x - y + z - t) = --x + y Slmllarly evaluating the other five 
quantltles m the double summation, 
3[ UI = -- 16 
-x+yfx+z--x+r+y-z- t - y - z + t] 
3I UI = -- 16 
-x + y - 2 + f] 
+*-y+z-fl 
(Thus a two termapproxlmatlon & = u. + u, would be given by & 
3/16(x - y + z - r) = 15/16(x - y + z - t) ) Contmumg 
obtam 
= 3/4(X - y + z - t) + 
m the same manner, we 
3 (X - y + z - t) u, = - 4”tl 
and smce u = 2:=, u, 
where 
u = k(x - y + 2 - t) 
k = 2 3/4”+’ 
n=O 
The senes for k is given by 3(1/4’ + 1/42 + 1/43 + 1/44 + l/4* + 1/46 + ) or 
3(1/22 + 1/24 + 1l26 + l/2’ + + a) = 3/4(l/2° + 1/22 + 1/24 + ) The senes for 
k = 3/4(1/2O + 1/22 + 1/24 + ) = 0 75 + 0 1875 + 0 046875 + 0 01171875 + 
0 0029296815 + 0 0007324219 + The sum of the first five terms IS 0 9990 and for SIX 
terms the sum is 0 9998 to four places Thus the correct solutlon IS 
u=x-y+z-t 
to wlthm 0 02% error Of course it’s tnvlal to venfy that this answer 1s indeed the correct 
solution 
Example 
No&neat hyperbohc zmtzal-value problem Consider the partial differential equation 
a2u 
- + g(-G y)f(u(x, y)) = 0 axay 
UC& 0) = cp(x) (x, y) E w2 (29) 
40, Y) = V(Y) x 2 0, y 2 0 
Of course some appropnate smoothness condmons must be assumed on g, f , 4, ty to guarantee 
existence, umquness, and contmuous dependence on the coefficient g and the mltlal condltlons 
which we need not dwell on here Let f. = a*/axay and wnte (1) as 
Lu + gf(u) = 0 (30) 
or 
Lu = -gf(u) 
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,!,-I mvolves mtegratlon with respect to x and y from 0 to x and 0 to y respectively Therefore 
(31) 
Consequently 
u(x, y) = u(0, y) - xu(x, 0) - L-‘&g(u) (32) 
Let ~(0, y) - X&X, 0) = u0 and decompose u mto C,“=, u, with u. as given above The 
components u,, u2, are to be determined Then 
2 u, = uo - L-‘gf(u) (33) 
n=O 
The nonlinear term f(u) (or Nu m Adomlan’s genenc equation) 1s expanded m terms of 
Adomlan’s A,, polynomrals So we have 
2 u, = uo - L-‘&r, Y) c A,, 
Since u. 1s known, 
U I = -L-‘g(x, yMo 
u2 = -L-‘g(x, y)A, (34) 
U” = -L-‘g(x, y)A,-, 
The complete solution as given by 
u = u. - 2 L-‘g(x, y)A, (35) 
ll=l 
where L- ’ 1s the previously given double integration operator, g(x, y) 1s known from the ongmal 
differential equation to be solved, and only the A, remam to be calculated These, of course, 
depend upon the particular nonlmeanty and are determinable as dlscussed m the referenced 
works 
Summanzmg, differential or partial dlfferentlal equations with or without delay terms and 
including nonlinear terms and stochastic oeffictents or very complex or random boundary 
condltlons can be solved by these techniques When stochastic processes are involved, we seek 
the expected (mean) solution and the covanance of the solution m terms of statlstlcs of the 
given random Inputs, coefficients, or boundary condltlons 
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